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Ownership
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Who needs Fisheries Data?
Make it simple.......
Feedback Data Pathway

- Presented Octopus data catch to prove community ownership and encourage their self-esteem
- Build Community understanding regarding data trends
- Determined Fisheries Management Planning (Temporary Closure)
Feedback Data Pathway

- Determined Closure Duration, Site and the Rules based on Local Wisdom
- Determined community surveillance system
- Build Understanding between Community members and Neighboring Villages
• Quick Data Analysis after Opening Temporary Closure (Feedback data Closure Result)

• Captured all community Recommendations
Our Principles on Fisheries Data Feedback with communities:

- Respect local Knowledge and local wisdom
- Consider community interest as apart of Fisheries data.
- Octopus circle of life is main part
- Selected appropriate media
- Community have their own system to build understanding between them
- Involved all Community members
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